INTRODUCTION
Experimental observations show that all velocity profiles in a turbulent shear flow (like Flow in open channels and pressure) divided in to parts (areas) on a straight line. The Disturbances internal area is affected with floor directly and external area is affected by shear stress and floor indirectly. The internal part divided three regions slow layer, middle layer and overlapping layer. While the change in internal part to external area is gradual, the overlapping layer is account the external part. Then the external part composes two areas overlapping layer and the Uplift layer (Circular movement's part or wake).the figure 1 illustrated the Classification of these areas.
Many studies performed the velocity distribution in numerically and experimentally and presented different relationships yet. First, the research introduces the validity relationship and then, analyses the relationships and use the experimental data's too. The best relationship Will be introduced by use the statistical analyses.
The most famous relation is provided for the estimated velocity distribution, logarithm distribution. Theodore van Karman used the logarithm distribution for the first time. The distribution is as follows:
In relation. U Velocity at depth y,u/ Shear rate, fixed van Karman k,(for clean water equal ./41),y the depth is occur zero velocity.in the turn up maximum flow velocity, Logarithmic distribution is written as follows:
In the relation, d is the height of maximum speed Unix. The simple relation and also the low number of variables considered the advantages of distribution. Although the most of relation of transmission of Sediment develop based on Logarithmic distribution. The logarithm law is valid to all of the internal area except near the channel floor, but the external part would be deviation from the experimental data's. vernon , (Einstein and Chien,1955) , (Venoni and nomicos ,1960), (elata and aypen, 1961) showed the logarithm law is valid in total flow.in the paper, with consider the fixed amount of van karman is equal 0/4 in throughout the depth of flow and analyzed the velocity distribution.
The disadvantages of the distribution can noted the large of errors in Speed estimation in external part ((2/0y/h>),in this part ,Logarithmic distribution distracted the experimental data's significantly .ever this deviation by the fixed vankarman or Cannot modify add additional fixed to Logarithmic law .venoni claims that the Wide channels(5b/h>) and Central line speed channel occurs surface water and Logarithmic law can use throughout Flow depth. But Normally, Narrow channels (5b/h<) occurs in below the water surface and Logarithmic distribution Will be applied only the internal area.
This distribution is not valid in the close the wall .also in the close the edge of the boundary layer was distance from experimental data's. Nevertheless, this relation use all flat plate turbulent boundary layer, because that in the distribution velocity shape related to Local shear stress, is very helpful.
(Yang and Colleagues,2004) modified
Logarithmic distribution by analyses nayver stokes rinolda equation and assuming a parabolic distribution for Eddy viscosity. They pay attention to effect on channel in velocity flow. The modified Logarithmic distribution is as follows:
In this relation b is Channel width. A=0the above equation would be Logarithmic distribution. (Coles,1956 ) was analyzed the velocity wind distribution in Dimensional low and add wake function to velocity Logarithmic distribution, the below relation is developed to estimate velocity for internal and external parts. This distribution is famous the wake law And are as follows:
In this relation, Ð is Coles coefficient or wake coefficient estimated with uses experimental data's that is based on (Guo and julien,2008) opinions, because there is not valid relation to calculate. Properties of distribution is applied only the central part and it is not valid the flows occurs in the below layer by maximum speed. Maximum speed in the below layer occurs Channels by 5b/h< due of Strong shear stress near the wall and the occurrence of secondary flow. The case of Logarithmic law and wake law can't be accurate estimation of speed in the near free layer in out region. N eve r t h e l e s s s e c o n d a r y f l ow a n d Occurrence the maximum speed in the below layer water, the wake law cannot be estimate the speed during the three-dimensional in open channels. Add wake function to modified Logarithmic law, proposed the following equation (modified Logarithmic distribution and wake): Guo and Julien modified the wake law that known the modified Logarithmic distribution and wake:
..(7) (Keulegan,1938) introduced parabolic distribution in his article and explained this distribution with experimental data's is suggested by bazin. Parabolic distribution as follows:
In the relation, c is a Numeric constant and determine to using experimental data's, ç Depth of the seabed (y/h), çdip=yumax/h that yumax is accrued Maximum speed depth in umax, this distribution is applied throughout the Flow depth in narrow channels (5e"b/h) and the central part in External area. (Vedula and Rao,1985) concluded The point then is practical in parabolic distribution for Containing the suspended sediment inis domain ç=0/2 to ç=0/3 and also illustrated the c parameter on This intersection. (Sarma et al.,2000) check out the Limitations and the credit of parabolic law. They claim Laboratory studies that the maximum in focus is while the maximum speed accurate in the water layer, Ç=0/5 and the amount of maximum speed decreases in the water below layer. Also, they show that both of Logarithmic law and parabolic law are valid in Internal and external border areas and Velocity at this point is unique.
matErialS anD mEthODS
In the research uses the Reliable experimental data's related to (Venoni,1946) and (Einstein,1955) In this relation pi is the calculated values, Oi is measured values, in the number of samples and Ô the average value measured. Positive and negative values of AE Represents the Estimated at more than and less than the actual value, in order. The value of this index is lower; indicate the reliability of the equation. The amount of RMSE is always positive and approaching zero, Examined the relationship between increased. The amount of RMSE states the estimated error in the entire curve.
rESultS anD DiSCuSSiOn
In the figure 2 , is plotted the logarithmic velocity distribution (solid line) by experimental data's. in this picture can be seen the changes in local area is more than the external part. To determine the velocity distribution equation indices was calculated score to each equation. In the table 1 presented The values of these parameters. It can be seen For all statistical based on Examined, wake distribution Relative superiority Compared to other equations. In the other hand, Parabolic distribution is less accurate in this equation. Of course, it must talk that Parabolic distribution is applied only the external area and occurs the maximum speed in below water level. Wake distribution well estimated Speed values in the total depth flow (local and external areas).
COnCluSiOn
In the research check out for Calculate the velocity distribution in open channels by most developed equations. Such equations are investigated logarithmic distribution, modified logarithmic distribution, wake distribution-modified logarithmic distribution-wake and parabolic 
